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Following this series, Warren and his wife Deirdre (team scorer)
flew to Auckland, New Zealand to participate in the Vintage
Cricket Series against teams from Victoria, New Zealand and
other regions of NSW. Warren is a member of the Hastings/
Mid North Coast team. Once
Diamond Beach resident Warren
again, Warren was awarded Man
McWilliams, a founding member
of the Match for both his batting
of Hallidays Point Cricket Club,
and bowling achievements and
has been selected to represent
at the end of 4 days play, his team
NSW in the Over 60’s National
awarded him Man of the Series.
Cricket Tournament in Perth in
At a local level, Warren is still
November this year. In March
playing for Hallidays Point
this year he represented NSW
Cricket Club in 3rd Grade. The
in the Over 60s in the State of
club also has a 2nd Grade team
Origin (Cooper-Finlay Cup) held
which won the Manning River
at Coffs Harbour. An opening
District Cricket Association
batsman and opening bowler,
competition last season. Cricket
Warren played in the NSW
is a family affair for Warren with
Country 1st Division, where he
his daughter, grandson and two
was awarded Man of the Match.
sons-in-law also playing local
At the end of two days play, NSW
cricket.
beat Queensland 8 games to 6.
Seven teams represented each
If you are interested in becoming
of the two states. Teams were
involved in Seniors Cricket
fortunate enough to play on
(over 58 years of age), contact
perfect conditions at the Coffs
Warren on 0402 248 031. If you
International Stadium. Seniors Cricket (or Golden Oldies) is are interested in playing cricket at a local level, contact Brad
a growing organisation and it holds matches in regional areas Grant on 0407 384 438.
such as Armidale, Tamworth, Wauchope, Coffs Harbour,
CONGRATULATIONS WARREN ON YOUR GREAT
Mudgee, Central Coast and Port Macquarie.
ACHIEVEMENTS!

Warren McWilliams,
Local Cricketing Legend
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Hallidays Point
Branch
Successful school holiday program
Kirsty from MidCoast
Water provided a very
informative session called
Pond Detectives, at the
pond across the road from
the Library. Children
netted and identified many
different pond creatures,
and learnt how to assess
the water quality by the
types of creatures caught. This session was thoroughly enjoyed by
children and their carers.
Jan and patty from the RSPCA
taught the children how to
look after their pets, with the
help of Max the dog. A fun and
educational session!
Our
local
Landcare
representatives, Alana, Sharon
and Peter, lead a group exploring
the Black Head Headland. The
group learnt many fascinating
facts about the vegetation and
wildlife in the area. To top off
the exploration, some “cool”
treasure was discovered at the end of the trek.
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Gaye brought out the creative talents
of the children as they enjoyed
making corner bookmarks.
Kids Bingo was a great hit as usual
with Louise and Ann developing the
children’s listening skills as they called
the numbers.

Local Firies rush from the
Library
Our local Rural Fire Service
volunteers were giving a very
interesting presentation as part of our
school holiday program. Children and
parents were learning a lot, when suddenly the pagers sounded!
The crew had to leave in a hurry to attend the big bush fire just
north of Diamond Beach. With sirens blaring, the trucks bid a
hasty retreat to attend to much more urgent matters.

‘Out of Africa’ photographic exhibition
Our exhibition for November is an arrangement of amazing images
taken by John Stranack during his trip to Africa. Don’t miss seeing
this vibrant display by a very talented local photographer.

Meeting room available for hire
Are you aware that the Library meeting room can be booked by
local community groups and individuals? Some charges may
apply. For example, artist Sandi Lear will be conducting another
intensive watercolour workshop in the library meeting room Fri 11
– Sun 13 November. The room can be used outside library opening
hours. Talk with library staff about your needs.

See you soon in the Library!!
Library Hours: Mon. – Fri.10am – 5pm, Sat. 10am – 12 noon.
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Art in the Area

John Stranack

I met with John at my studio to review the images he was entering
into his next exhibition at the library and it was immediately obvious
his recent visit to Namibia had been a life-changing experience.
“Namibia possesses some of the most stunning landscapes in
Africa, and a trip through the country is one of the great road
adventures. Natural wonders such as that mighty gash in the earth
at Fish River Canyon and the wildlife utopia of Etosha National
Park enthral all who venture there,” John explained. “The Lonely
Planet Guide is spot on when it states: ‘but it’s the lonely desert
roads where mighty slabs of granite rise out of swirling desert
sands that will sear themselves in your mind. It’s like a coffee-table
book come to life as sand dunes in the world’s oldest desert meet
the crashing rollers along the wild Atlantic coast’ “.
John told me he and his wife Wendy rented a Toyota 4x4 and then
travelled a total of 4750 km starting at Windhoek and heading
south down to the Fish River Canyon, the second largest in the
world, to Etosha in the north before returning to Windhoek.
“The trip to Namibia highlighted some aspects that one has to
remember when planning travel photography”, John said, and
explained, “I try to capture the feel of a location or scene. For
example; a snapshot of a sunset in the outback is unlikely to convey
the true feel of the place. I try not to be seduced by the subject
matter and rush to shoot it but take the time to develop the idea.
A sunset is a sunset but what is the story, the unique message or
character of the place. Finally, we just have to accept that the time
(lighting) is not always right and this can be a real problem with
short stop travel. So whilst travel is sometimes a catalyst for my
new ideas these factors can conspire against you unless you spend
time”.

The images I have seen from his trip demonstrate John follows his
own good advice. “Over 2500 images were exposed on the trip but
it’s only a select few that ever make it to the printer”, said John.
“And of course I have to have the least amount of only the best
equipment so I can move quickly to capture the moment. All the
images on display were captured on a Fuji Film XT1 mirrorless
camera. I carry a spare camera body XE1 and rely on three Fuji
Film XF quality lenses. I travel with a tripod and a number of filters
and a couple of flashes. This is my travel kit”.
John’s current exhibition at the Hallidays Point Library is a
representative collection of the images taken on his recent trip to
Namibia. These prints are for sale and if you want to see more you
can contact him at john@stranack.photography.
Story by Fred Bullen
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Monthly
Book Review
Nutshell
by Ian McEwan

Nutshell is the 17th novel by Ian
McEwan and is a one of his best
- an original and contemporary
retelling of Hamlet, a tale of
murder and deceit, told from the
perspective of a foetus.
Trudy, pretty and vacuous as
well as eight months pregnant, has betrayed her husband John,
a doormat, romantic poet. She lives in the marital home, an
unrealised but valuable London townhouse, with her lover Claude
an unsavoury, money hungry creep and John’s brother. They have
a plan.
All the characters are a mixture of good and bad, devoted and
hateful, naive and worldly… it’s all in the observer’s eye, and
McEwan’s brilliant prose. The dialogue is richly woven with
philosophy, especially through the thoughts of the foetus that says,
“…all of literature, all of art, of human endeavor, is just a speck in
the universe of possible things.”
Hogarth Shakespeare series have commissioned famous authors,
Jeanette Winterson, Howard Jacobson, Anne Tyler, and Margaret
Atwood and others to retell Shakespeare plays in their own words
to commemorate the 400th anniversary of Shakespeare’s death.
McEwan was not asked, and of those I have read, he has by far
written the best retelling.
Alana

Diamond Beach
Rural Fire Brigade
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On Wednesday the 5th of October we had a big
fire at the northern end of Diamond Beach Road.
We had 8 fire trucks and 35 Fire Fighters trying
to get the fire under control. The fire started at 4.30 pm and we
finished at 10.30 pm. The fire spread all the way to the beach. These
photos were taken an hour after the fire started and it burnt all
around the homes you can see in the photo.

Having achieved a containment on Wednesday night, the fires
took off again on Thursday morning and we spent another 5 hours
fighting them with another 7 trucks and 30 Fire Fighters. Also
working with us we had a helicopter dropping water on the fire.
We ask everyone to make sure they don’t light fires at this time of
year unless they have a permit from the RFS or they will be in for
a hefty fine.
Leo Fransen,
Diamond Beach Brigade Community Engagement Officer.
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Tallwoods Ladies
Record Fundraiser

This is a success story about
our annual fund raising
event which is especially
in aid of our own Manning
Referral Hospital Palliative
Care Unit. We felt that we
should look after our own,
so our fund raising started
about 3 years ago and we
hope to continue every year
into the future.
This year was a great success! We had a team who together worked
very hard at finding donors and selling lots of raffle tickets.
We also had an auction which did extremely well. I was very
touched by our member’s generosity; they were so supportive.
This year was the first time we included the men as well, which
proved to be an excellent idea, (they spend more easily than
women).
Our team consisted out of:
Annie Mayne, Barbara O’Donnell, Wendy Madgewick,
Mary Gleeson, Rose Ezy, Emma Polikevics and Jan Hunter
(Jan had to pull out but sold lots of raffle tickets)
she herself had cancer, but is fine now.
We are presenting the cheque on the 21st of October at the hospital,
for the amount of $8000.00.

Best ever!

Emma Polikevics

Hallidays Point
Senior Citizens
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We are desperately seeking volunteers to help us with the loading,
set up and unloading of our equipment for the Black Head Bazaar
Markets. We have a trusty band of volunteers who turn up without
fail each market day, but we need more help, particularly men to
help load at 5.00am on the first Sunday morning of the month.
So come on all you insomniacs out there and contribute to our
success at the markets. There’s an egg and bacon sandwich in it for
you! We also request our members to come along as well, all help
is appreciated.
Keep the date free! This year our Christmas Party will be held on
Wednesday 14 December starting at 12.00pm. In a break from
tradition, we will be holding our party at the Community Hall
and request members to donate an item for our lucky draw. Items
should be left at the Community Hall by Monday 5 December.
Please note that there will not be any films shown in November
as our wonderful coordinators are not available over the next few
weeks.
Our raffle of a microwave oven and art work by Iris Salmon was
drawn at our AGM. Details of the winners will be printed in the
next edition of News of Our World.
Congratulations to member Noelene Gray and her husband Russell
who celebrated their 50th Wedding Anniversary on 15th October.
We are always pleased to welcome new members and have a range
of activities to enjoy including bingo, cards, croquet, Tai Chi, art
classes, poetry readings and monthly bus trips as well as trips to
the theatre. We also hold information sessions with guest speakers.
Come along and meet some new friends.
Gail Phair, Secretary
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Hallidays Point
Combined
Probus Club Inc.

We enjoyed beautiful weather
again for our monthly meeting
at the Surf Club. Another
opportunity to enjoy the
glorious view from the balcony
with a cuppa! This followed the
induction of two new members
to Probus, Louise McKinnon
and Jackie Taylor, plus a very interesting talk by Bob Whitaker. He
was living in Germany when the Berlin Wall came down on 9th
November, 1989.
After the break, we had a very interesting talk from two of our
club members, Peter and Lynnette Hester, about their work
with communities based in other countries such as Myanmar
(previously know as Burma).
We were glad to have a sunny day
for another BBQ and Boules game
organised by Allan Buckingham
in Black Head Beach Park. In
this photo, it looks like it might
be an acrobatics competition
rather than a Boules competition
courtesy of one of our two newest members, John Gordon. It was a
good, fun event for him and his wife, Bev, to meet fellow Probians.
Maybe John will be giving us all some acrobatic lessons soon! Kay
Clucas won the Boules competition.
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Ian Campbell, our Activities Organiser, has been away for a few
weeks but he has had a good team of helpers in his absence to keep
the activities table as active as ever! Informing people, signing them
up for the multitude of upcoming events plus taking their money!
These include a day trip to Cassegrain Winery, an evening at Club
Forster for a meal and a John Williamson concert, an outing to
see the Rotary Manning Valley Schools Spectacular Matinee plus
a 5-Night Clarence Valley Explorer Tour scheduled for early next
year. A very full calendar indeed.

We also have a variety of regular events …. The Choir and Bridge
Groups that meet weekly, plus the Diners Club, Movie Group and
Book Club that meet monthly. Here are some of the Movie group
enjoying lunch at our local café, after viewing the movie, “Sully”.

If you would enjoy being a part of Probus, then phone John Clucas,
our Secretary, on 0417 036 550, or Anna Hamers, our President,
on 6559 3747.
Lorraine Ramsden, Bulletin Editor
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Local Dancers
Step It Out Again!

Once again, and for the sixth year, Kate’s Tappers, Taree and Annie
Rose Academy of Dance, together with a variety of local supporting
artists will be providing some great entertainment at the Tuncurry
Bowling Club on Sunday, 20th November.
Kate, and her mother Bev Williamson of Halliday Shores, have
been dedicated to teaching adults in the Taree and Hallidays Point
area for the last six years and many of their dancers will often tell
you the classes are the highlight of their week. There is a lot of fun
(and exercise!) to be had by all.
The show will begin at 2 pm; tickets will be available at the door.
Funds raised from the door takings this year will be donated to our
local Rural Fire Service.

Mark your diary for Sunday 20th November.
“A Pleasant Sunday Afternoon” for all.
Tuncurry Beach Bowling Club Auditorium - 2pm
21 Parkes Street, Tuncurry
Cost $15.00 (children under 12 free).
Ticket sales at door

A Reader Comments on
October Edition Articles
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Page 1 – Local athlete, James Turner, winning 800m. in world record
time in Rio. What a great good news story for the community
about the young man from Diamond Beach. However, on Page 5
heading – Needless death of Wildlife – what a depressing picture
this painted of Hallidays Point, the people and their pet dogs.
I decided to phone the writer of the article to say I thought the
aggressive content was unnecessary and cast a poor light on the
people and their dogs in the Hallidays Point area. As in every
community there are a small percentage of people who have
unruly dogs and I agree this is something that needs attention.
I was pleased to learn from the discussion that it was the small
percentage of unruly dogs to which the writer was pertaining. This
should have been made clear in the article.
Hallidays Point is a beautiful part of the world, with a wonderful
climate, lovely beaches, walks, amenities – and much more. If
anyone is seen to be doing the wrong thing, whether it involves
dogs or anything else for that matter, I am sure the community will
help resolve the problem. As Trevor, the fishing guru, said in his
article – ‘Those doing the wrong thing should be reported to the
relevant authority’.
This is a fantastic region to live in – let’s help each
other to continue and develop this wonderful haven.
Should you have any positive suggestions to help
enrich Hallidays Point why not drop a line to The
News of our World which is a great local community
paper, well read and appreciated by us all.
A Rescue Dog may be your friend and companion
for life. 			
Malcolm Todd
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Our Natural World
with Geraldine
Nature’s Flash Dancers now
Performing at Red Head

Darting through the night air,
performing one of nature’s most
enchanting spectacles the fireflies puts
on quite a display and are the stars of the
insect world. In the first weeks of spring
they put on a wonderful performance in the park at the end of Red
Head Road.
For these love-bugs, it really does start with a spark. Males fly
around forests and open spaces in the night, flashing to attract
a mate. A female charmed by a male’s display will glow in his
direction, guiding his way to her on the ground.
Timing is everything for the firefly. The rate and speed of a male’s
flash dance governs his appeal, and is distinctive to each species.
For some species, faster or longer flash patterns are most appealing
to a female, while for others, slow or short flashes get the girl. To
detect these flashes, which are often far off, or pulsating amongst
any number of firefly signals, the male is equipped with large eyes
and a visor for ultra-mating focus.
Fireflies have light-producing organs called lanterns under their
abdomen. Lanterns contain specialised cells that convert chemical
energy into light. Oxygen reacts with a pigment to produces a flash
of light.
If one can detect a sense of urgency in the firefly’s flash, it’s because
they’re in a hurry to mate due to their short life span. The larvae
produced from this hurried courtship, who are luminous from an
early age, feed on snails by paralysing them.
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Adult fireflies, however, are believed not to eat at all.
In order to feed their larvae, fireflies are drawn towards temperate
or tropical places, particularly wet, wooded areas such as rainforest
where there’s an abundance of food. During the larvae stage,
fireflies will hibernate over winter, burrowing underground or
hiding under the bark of trees. The larvae will then emerge in
spring to feast.
The glow of the fireflies is dimming. Around
the world, urban sprawl, development and
light pollution are driving their decline.
As forests are cleared, and open spaces
are paved, fireflies are losing their habitat.
Fireflies also need the dark. Light from cars,
street lamps and houses interrupts their
flashing patterns, disrupting their luminescent messages. If they
can’t communicate, these glitter bugs will disappear.
Fireflies are remarkable creatures. With their whimsical twinkling
displays, fireflies truly are the stars of the night.

A Follow Up from October’s
White Bellied Sea Eagle Story

Hello Geraldine,
On Sunday 25 September at 3.00 pm, as I had just put the jug
on, my wife Cherilyn was in the garden, there was a huge bang. I
looked out and noticed that a sea eagle had flown into the windows
surrounding our deck (a common occurrence with birds). It fell
into the garden below and after 10 seconds or so after recovering
flew onto our back fence, perched there for about 60 seconds and
then flew off into the wild blue yonder! My wife was startled by the
bang as it was a lot louder than usual and she saw it on the fence.
I checked the Australian Bird Book and it was definitely a female. It
certainly was a privilege to see this magnificent creature.
Richard Leckner, Tallwoods
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Scaly

by John Stranack

He’s a nuisance and tends
to dominate our lives. We
found him in the garden
when we returned from a
trip to Namibia in early
July. He was just there in
the grevillea eating away
as happy as you please.
Meet Scaly
Very friendly, we could
get to within centimetres of him but he would just move away if
we got any closer. Identifying him was not a problem the Scaly
Breasted Lorikeet, smaller than his cousin the Rainbow Lorikeet
and not as colourful or noisy. So having established what he
was, we named him Scaly. I say him but we really don’t know and
there is no practical way of telling. So he was a regular visitor to
the grevillea and we saw him most days for two months. Whilst
he can’t fly, well, not well, he flaps from one branch to another if
he has to, his preferred mode of transport is a very effective hop.
He would hop from his feeding ground the grevillea to his perch
in a tree 30 meters away, climb up and settle down for the night.
He is an interesting character because when I spot him on a perch
and talk to him he bobs up and down and quietly talks, his talk,
not mine. Given how approachable he is I surmised that he was a
caged escapee so did the rounds to neighbours asking. Nobody has
a bird that had escaped. Wendy is of the view that he is wild but has
injured his right wing, he carries it at a bit of a droop. Well after a
couple of months of this we spotted another Scaly Breasted Lorikeet
in the yard and within days “she” found Scaly who had moved to
a wilder part of the garden and was roosting (just as well I found
that spelling mistake - I had left out the ‘s’) up in a large paperbark.
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Well they got on like long lost friends or dare I say partners. Scaly
had found his partner or so it seemed. Who knows in this day and
age they could just be friends but I think they are a pair, not that I
saw any canoodling to prove it but they just got on too well not to
be. Great excitement, so off I went and acquired a nesting box, the
prospect of being grandparents was exhilarating. So after putting
myself at great risk by scaling (no pun intended) up a tree to secure
the nest we watched and waited, or is it waited and watched. Scaly
was still not flying but his partner was and seemed to be enticing
Scaly to fly, but no joy.
Now we seemed to see less of them both with a couple of days
passing before we spotted Scaly and sometimes his partner. One
afternoon after having been absent for a couple of days (him not
me) I spotted him climbing to the top of the casuarina at the
bottom of the garden. He seemed very agitated and was very vocal.
Suddenly the partner who I hadn’t spotted flew out of the casuarina
and over to a clump of trees some distance out of the garden, like
many flaps away. Scaly continues to climb and perform presumable
asking the partner to wait. I watched with interest and was amazed
to see him leap from the top of the tree and very clumsily follow
his partner. Love is a great motivator. Well that is the end of Scaly.
I dashed around to the front of the garden to inform Wendy that
he had departed and that now she could get on with pruning the
grevillea and I could get on with some other noisy tasks that we
had put off for fear of upsetting Scaly.
Wrong! The next day he was back at the water we had provided
for him and without the partner it would seem. How on earth he
managed to get back is a mystery. He may have reversed the process
climbing the tallest tree to flap, can’t say fly back to his haunt at the
grevillea. Whilst I think the likelihood of being grandparents has
diminished I think Scaly will be around for a while.
Tune in to the next episode for the adventures of Scaly.
John Stranack
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Hallidays Point
Lions District
Governor Visit
and Induction

On Thursday evening 13th October
Hallidays Point Lions entertained the
Lions 201N1 District Governor Malcolm
Peters and his lovely wife Lion Narelle at
Bunkers Restaurant Tallwoods.
During the evening DG Malcolm
presented his theme for his year in office
“Lions, Carers for the Community”. The
DG reminded our club that we need to
be an active part of the community in
which we live and to be aware of the
needs and issues so that we can better
serve our local communities. He further
challenged us to be part of “DG’s Big
Shave”, a program which will see him shave off his beard if Lions
Clubs can raise $6,000 dollars in donations and shave his head if
clubs can raise $20,000. The money raised will be split three ways
between Children’s Cancer, Breast Cancer and Prostate Cancer.
During the course of the evening the DG presented two
membership key awards. The first, a membership key to Lion Ray
Piper and second, a membership advancement key to PDG Lion
Gerard Cross. Membership key awards are given to Lions who
have encouraged two or more people to join Lions.
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Cuddle Cots
for Bereaved Families

Six months ago Hallidays Point Lions began fundraising for a
Cuddle Cot to present to Manning Base Hospital.
A Cuddle Cot enables bereaved families more moments with their
child, it offers time to say goodbye but also, importantly, hello.
At the same time, Hallidays Point Lions began fundraising,
a mother from Sydney and her partner had experienced the
heartbreaking loss of their precious child Kai.
During this time of great darkness, Megan focused on how to help
other mums and families, fundraising for Cuddle Cot’s, focusing
on giving an extraordinarily amazing gift to families in need.
Six months later I was privileged to meet this beautiful mum and
family, attending the Cuddle Cot presentation at Manning Base
Hospital, Taree on the 10th of October.

The funds raised through Hallidays Point Lions were used to
purchase a premi-basket for the Cuddle Cot and 17 memory boxes
to be gifted to families.
Memory boxes create keepsakes, for the families. When life is so
short, these things are everything.
I pray it is a long time before the items donated are needed again.
Thoughts are with Megan Petr and family during this time, also
thanks for this extremely special gift in memory of their beautiful
son Kai.
Deborah Schmitzer,
President, Hallidays Point Lions Club

In Megan’s Words:

Also during the evening, a new member, Nicole Jones, was
inducted into the Lions Club of Hallidays Point. This ceremony was
conducted by Past District Governor (PDG) Gerard Cross. Nicole
is our 32nd member, and also our youngest member. Nicole is no
stranger to the work of Lions as she has been involved in a number
of projects assisting her mother Lion Sue Newton particularly with
the Youth Exchange program. Nicole will be a great asset to our
club.

Our beautiful baby boy Kai Phoenix Hajny arrived and left us on
the 17th of March 2016.
Over the next few days, we were blessed to have precious moments
holding and looking at our beautiful son due to the generosity of
the Emerikus Land Foundation supplying the hospital we were in
with a cuddle cot that kept Kai close to us.
We would like to support other parents to have this precious time
with their little one by raising money for more cuddle cots to go
into hospitals.
Every level of my being shattered the day my baby left this life
and since then I have been taking the steps I can to survive each
moment.
One of the biggest challenges I find, besides the ever present
longing for Kai, is reconciling the me before Kai and the me now.
What came with me through the eye of that needle that stripped
away so much? What is still important to me?
I don’t know much at this point, but supporting others in any way
I can was part of me before and remains now. I am feeling grateful
and emotional that the fundraiser Petr Hajny and I created soon
after Kai passed has just reached its target.
This October, which marks 6 months since I held my baby and 35
years since I was first held by my mother, I have delivered a new
cuddle cot to the hospital in my home town of Taree.
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I found this cot such a blessing in such a time of darkness and
something I wanted to make available to other families.

A small way to help the memory of Kai live on.
Thank you for your thoughts and for your generosity to what we
believe is a blessing in such a time of darkness.
Much love,
Megan Baker and Petr Hajny

Comfort Quilts

The
Comfort
Quilts
Committee is pleased to report
we have quilts and rugs made
with love wrapped and ready
for donation.
This wonderful and heartwarming project is well
underway.
We will be presenting the quilts
to the Great Lakes LAC prior
to Christmas, a notoriously
difficult time for many
families, alongside Hallidays
Point Lions members and
community members who
have so graciously donated
their time/efforts to produce
them.
These quilts have been found to give a sense of security to the
children at a very trying time when their world has been turned
upside down.

Many local groups, including Knitters, Crocheters, Quilter,
Embroiderers and Craft Groups have participated in this Hallidays
Point Lions project.
If you feel you would be willing to contribute to our supply of
quilts, we would be most appreciative to receive your donation of
any kind of small new quilt to be wrapped ready for distribution.
Contact persons in the Hallidays Point Lions Club are:
President Deborah Schmitzer 0447 542 422
Lion Maureen Timmins 0447 920 631 or
email romatimmins@bigppond.com,
Quilts can be collected from contributors.
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Hallidays Point
Garden Club

The Club’s September meeting was held at the home of Lyn and
Graham Saunders at Diamond Beach. The meeting was held in Lyn
and Graham’s newly-built undercover entertainment area, a very
attractive timber structure overlooking the dam.
Graham
advised
that he and Lyn had
cleared their land five
years ago and fenced
off two acres from
kangaroos but now
the full five acres was
being cultivated. They
planted many trees and
shrubs and improved
their dam area. The
vegetable garden has
raised beds but they
had trouble with foxes in their chicken coop.
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The garden was a riot of spring colour and the morning rain only
served to freshen it all up and make it sparkle. The many members
in attendance were able to enjoy a walk around this beautiful
garden which slopes gently down towards the dam area and has a
large parcel of native forest as its backdrop.
Mr Bob McDonnell, Environmental Officer from the Cattai
Wetlands, was the guest speaker for the meeting. The Wetlands
have been established on 440 hectares purchased by the Council
from a private landowner. These hectares have been secured for
future generations and the project hailed a success. The Wetlands
are located just off the Pacific Highway 20 minutes north of
Taree. Cattai, “a hidden gem of our valley”, provides a sanctuary
for over 180 different species of birds, kangaroos, wallabies and
goannas. The Wetlands are recognised as an international birdwatching spot and both jabiru and jacana have been seen there.
Most developments have been funded by Government grants.
Many camphor laurel trees have been removed, 5000 trees have
been planted including native fruiting trees and a weed control
program is in place. Three walking tracks are available including a
2km stroll around the lake which has a show of water lilies. Visitors
are welcome to take a ramble through coastal blackbutt forest or
a short hike to the lookout on Spring Hill from where you can
see as far south as Cape Hawke, Crowdy Head to the east and the
Three Brother Mountains to the north. Unfortunately, Samba deer
ringbark the trees and are a major problem. Baits are laid for foxes
and dogs to minimise their impact on the environmental values
of the site. Mr McDonnell was thanked for his interesting and
informative talk and the Garden Club will make use of the facilities
at the Wetlands for a future meeting. A range of visitor facilities has
been built on the site including toilets, car
parking, boardwalks, viewing platforms
and interpretive signage.
Carmel Bartlett
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Fishing News
with Trevor

Could you get much better?? A hors
d’oeuvre of finely sliced abalone with chilli
sauce together with crayfish pieces followed
by jewfish fillets, enough to satisfy twelve of
our family, all as a result of my two
sons’ snorkelling efforts off Black
Head headland. Adam shot the two
jewfish around 3kg. with the one
shot! They saw plenty of drummer
around 2kg. in the white water with a
few blackfish and bream also evident.
Use prawns, cunjevoi or bread with
stout 2/0 hooks and heavy lines for
the drummer which is best skinned
and filleted for its succulent white
flesh.
Tailor have been almost nonexistent in our area with the only
reports from 7 Mile Beach south of Forster. It is a similar story for
bream with them now moving upstream, although a few are still
frequenting the leases and weed beds.
The always reliable trumpeter whiting are really firing now at the
overhead wires, up Lake Wallis at “the step” and a few 100 metres
above Forster Bridge, all on the drift and mainly using cooked and
green prawns, beach worms and yabbies. Remember, 20 is the
limit.
Meanwhile flathead are moving downstream towards the estuaries
and should provide a good meal using any of the soft vibes and
plastics or alternatively, prawns, fish strips or whitebait and again
with a moving bait.

With the westerlies constantly blowing, the close, inshore sea has
been so flat it has been difficult to find some “white” water which is
essential for whiting, dart, tailor and bream. I caught a few worms
and took a nearby “fish frustrated” neighbour to Tuncurry Beach
where we bagged about 10 dart and 6 whiting. He was chuffed,
particularly when he out fished me 2 to 1.

Once again Cameron Crisp, together with Damian, boated a
fantastic specimen of a snapper weighing over 10kg. This is
Cameron’s personal best caught on squid, and it, together with a
few other species, made a good haul north of Snapper Rock.
The local Black Head
Fishing Club (enquires,
0414 393 357) outing
was held late September
with the biggest targeted
fish, flathead, caught
by postie Allan, but of
no significant size. The
experienced boaties, were
embarrassingly out fished by young Stephanie Benfield.
Next outing the targeted fish is pearl perch.
Good Fishing, Trevor

Save The Date

The Hallidays Point Carols in the Park, has become a much
anticipated event for locals and visitors to our area.
This year’s event is set down for Sunday December 18th.
Convenor, Alan Tickle on behalf of the local Uniting Church
said that the feed back from families who attended for the first
time last year, was that they “loved it”
He hopes that both the local public school and “Kiddies Hut”
will participate in the event.
“They were great last year and added to the joyful and fun
atmosphere to what is a real community and family event.”

Help & Exercise!

While you’re walking in your neighbourhood,
why not help deliver the
Hallidays Point News of Our World?
We currently need spare walkers
to cover for our regulars
who are on holiday. Please call Clare on:

6559 3413
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Gazza’s Car
Care Tips

Summer is Almost Here!

Let’s talk air conditioning. All vehicle air
conditioning systems leak to a lesser or
greater degree. The losses occur through
refrigerant escaping through the pipe
joins as a result of vibration and ageing of
rubber hoses and ‘O’ rings, as well as through the seal on the front
of the compressor shaft.
An annual inspection is sufficient to check system condition and
overall performance. A service of the system should be carried out
at least every two years even if it appears to be working well. It is
estimated that you lose between 20-30% of the initial gas charge
over a two-year period and this figure is based on new vehicles.
You may have heard that your air conditioning system should
run throughout the year, this is true. It helps keep the system well
lubricated and leak tight, because the refrigerant actually carries
the oil that lubricates the system, most importantly the compressor.
It also keeps the seals and hoses moist, thus preventing them from
drying out and cracking, leading to leaks.
The best way to run the air conditioning system, is to ensure that
you are not in ‘economy’ mode when you turn it on. When you first
get into a hot car, open the windows, ensure that the air vents are
set to face level and the system is set the same, not pointed at your
feet. Turn the temperature to as low as it will go, and the blower as
high as possible. Also make sure that the air is on ‘recircle’ mode
and not taking air from outside. When the temperature is more
comfortable, close the windows and increase the temperature to
a more suitable level as well as decreasing the blower speed. You
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should also point the air vents upward to ensure the cold air flows
down again.
As part of the service, the pressure in the system is measured, the
quality of refrigerant present is checked with a gas analyser and
all functions checked. Then the refrigerant is recovered and the
system is vacuumed down to a very low pressure to remove any
moisture that might be present. The system is then re-gassed with
virgin or re-cycled refrigerant R134a and a correct lubricant is
added to your system. Ultra violet dye may also be used to help
detect any leaks that may develop in the future.
Drive Safely, Garry

Michael’s
Computing
Trouble
Shooting

This month I will carry on with last month’s
topic – passwords.

We covered the do’s and don’ts; now let’s look at some ideas for
creating and remembering strong passwords.
We now know that our passwords need to have a mixture of AlphaNumeric characters, upper and lower case, and some special
characters. But K23w@pq9 might be hard to remember.
A recent study in the U.S. found that passphrases were much
easier for most people to remember. It also confirmed that longer
passwords were safer.
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So how do we create a weird looking password that is easy to
remember? We start by using something that we know we can
remember. I love the Beatles so if I chose the album Help, I could
create 12 passwords from the titles of the songs. That way I could
have a different password for twelve different websites and I would
only have to remember the album Help and the little rules I use to
choose my special characters. My rule could be to use the special
characters in place of vowels or to use a Fibonacci sequence, 3rd,
5th, 8th, 15th.
But which special character? Some resemble letters, e.g. “!” looks
like an upside down i, “@” looks like an a, “3” looks like an E, % for
oo, “()” for o and “$” an s.
I could replace a letter with the special character straight above it
on the keyboard. e.g. Z, A or Q with! X,S or W with @, C,D or E
with # and so on.
For example, Track 1 is Help! Using the phrase “Help me if you can”,
my password could be H#lpm#!fUc@n, Leave the H capitalised;
the “e” s are replaced with #; the “i” is replace with !; the word
“you” with U; and the “a” with @. You now have a twelve character
password that is easy to remember but very strong.
Track 2 is “The night before” could be Th#n!ghtB4
Track 3 is “You’ve got to hide your love away” could be U’v#g()
t2h!deUrl()v#@w@y.
If you liked Agatha Christie you could use “Death on the Nile”
could be D3@th()nthN!l#.
Or “The man from Snowy River” could be Th3m@nfr()m$R.
You could even convert an unsafe password like your mother’s
name e.g. MartaSmith1923 into M@rt@$m!th!(@#.
I hope this article has been of some HELP! Have fun practicing
your new passwords.
Michael

Invitation
to
All Members

And Members Families

When: 10th December 2016
Time: 1.30 PM
Where: Black Head Tennis Club Courts
Black Head Tennis Club Committee invite all members
and their family for a fun/friendly game of tennis as an
end of year celebration.
There will be a BBQ from 4.00 PM (BYO Drinks)
Please come and join your tennis colleagues and get to
know the rest of the Black Head Tennis Players.
Music will be on – so come along!

TELL YOUR FRIENDS
AROUND THE WORLD
View the Hallidays Point News of Our World
on line at:

www.hallidayspointnews.org
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Tank’s Corner

Hi to all my furry and hairy friends, and even
to those on the dark side (cats).
It is most important to keep up your Tick
prevention products during the Spring,
Summer and Autumn. It is also beneficial to
keep them going over Winter as well, because
our clinic sees Tick cases in June, July and
August in our area. The important part of having your owners
checking you over for Ticks every day (as well as using products to
kill them) is that you get to be patted and pampered.
To owners – if your pet is not sick and not showing any signs (voice
loss, vomiting, muscle weakness, depression to name a few) and
you find a tick on your pet – remove it immediately. The easiest
way is to pluck it out with some forceps, grabbing the Tick as close
to the skin as you can. There will always be a small lump left there
as the Tick produces a fibrous reaction in the skin to its bite. It is
not necessary to apply anything to the tick and you will not “leave
the head in” if you remove the tick efficiently. The tick produces a
numbness in the skin, so your pet may not know that the Tick is
there, and when you remove the Tick, it does not hurt the dog or
cat. If your pet is showing signs of tick poisoning and you find a
Tick, remove it and call your Vet as your pet will require treatment
in hospital. The poisoning will worsen if you remove the tick and
“see what happens”, and that could be the difference between a
successful treatment and a loss of your pet. Tick poisoning is an
EMERGENCY and should be treated ASAP.
Products now available for dogs includes Bravecto (1/3mths) and
Nexgard (1/mth).
For cats you will need to use Frontline spot on every 2 weeks
until we get a better product available for use in cats. The use of
Frontline is an off label recommendation, but has been used as a
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tick application for many years, but it is important to be strict with
the 1/2 weeks.
Don’t forget other important Summer considerations for your
pet such as making sure they have shade, shelter and plenty of
water available all day. Please do not leave them in a car in the sun
without leaving the air conditioning ON. Keep your pet on a lead if
there are other dogs around as you may know what your dog is like,
but you do not know what someone else’s dog is like. On the lead
you can protect your pet, but if they are running free and run off
when approached by another dog, you have no way of protecting
them. Unfortunately, there are still some owners out there with
unsociable dogs which could be a danger to your pet. They are not
all friendly and sociable like me (also not handsome and humble
like me!) Enjoy your Summer.
Lots of licks -TANK
Diamond Beach Veterinary Clinic, Telephone: 6559 2277
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What would Banjo Patterson have made of SMS and emails? Here is a possible answer:
I had written him a text
Which I’d sent, hoping the next
Time he came in mobile coverage
He’d have time to say hello.
But I’d heard he’d lost his iPhone,
So I emailed him from my smart phone,
Just addressed, on spec, as follows:
clancy@theoverflow
And the answer redirected
Wasn’t quite what I’d expected
And it wasn’t from the shearing mate
Who’d answered once before.
His ISP provider wrote it
And verbatim I will quote it:
‘This account has been suspended:
You won’t hear from him any more.’
In my wild erratic fancy
Visions come to me of Clancy:
Out of reach of mobile coverage
Where the Western rivers flow.
Instead of tapping on the small screen,
He’d be camping by the tall green
River gums, a pleasure
That the town folk never know.
Well, the bush has friends to meet him
But the rest of us can’t greet him:
Out there, even Telstra’s network
Doesn’t give you any bars.

He can’t blog the vision splendid
Of the sunlit plains extended
Or tweet the wondrous glory
Of the everlasting stars.

I am sitting at the keyboard,
I’m too stressed out to be bored
As I answer all the emails
By the deadlines they contain.
While my screen fills with promotions
For ‘Viagra’ and strange potions
And announcements of the million-dollar
Prizes I can claim.
But the looming deadlines haunt me
And their harassing senders taunt me
That they need response this evening
For tomorrow is too late!
But their texts, too quickly ended,
Often can’t be comprehended
For their writers have no time to think
They have no time to wait.
And I sometimes rather fancy
That I’d like to trade with Clancy:
Just set up an email bouncer
Saying ‘Sorry, had to go.’
While he faced an inbox jamming
Up with deadlines and with spamming
As he signed off every message:
clancy@theoverflow.
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A United Voice
is Needed

A public meeting is being held
on Tuesday 15th November
commencing 6.30pm at the
Black Head Surf Club with a
view of forming a Progress
Association.
The convenor is Hallidays Point local and former Deputy Mayor of
Greater Taree City Council, Alan Tickle.
He believes that a Progress Association has some brand recognition
and having a committee with representation across as many
Hallidays Point community groups as possible, provides a strong,
united and credible voice.
“Community groups meeting together say every 3 months with
additional meetings on a needs basis has got to be a good thing
even if it simply keeps everyone informed of local activities and
how each group can offer support.”
“The bigger picture is that such a group would be the go to group
for consultation with the three levels of Government and providing
that the group stays focussed on strategic issues, it can be successful
in keeping the agenda open on matters impacting this local area.”
“My concern that with Mid Coast Council having a population
of 90,000 people which is dominated by the major centres and in
particular with no elected representatives on that Council until
September 2017 pending issues affecting this community needs to
be kept in front of the amalgamated council.”
“I estimate that around 5,500 votes will be needed to reach a quota
in the 2017 election.”
“It is pretty much certain I won’t be standing in the 2017 local
government elections for Mid Coast Council for business and
family reasons”
“Grandchildren living in Queensland and the constraints on time
needed for such a massive Council that is Mid Coast are that main
reasons why I have come to this decision.”
“Unless a local candidate has a profile in the major centres, it will be
tough going to get elected from a smaller community population
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and that is one of the reasons that I believe Progress Associations
are a must for smaller communities in this new council.”
“When a Progress Association that can demonstrate wide
representation across the whole community, grant applications and
capital works requests to all three levels of Government and other
sources stand a better chance of success when wide community
endorsement backs those bids.”
Alan will briefly outline some of the carryover items affecting this
community that were high on the agenda with the former Greater
Taree City Council at the meeting but assuming that there will be
support for the formation of a local Progress Association will come
to the meeting prepared with a draft proposal and constitution.
Alan is aware that progress associations and liaison committees
have met with limited success in the past in Hallidays Point but
believes that getting bogged down in operational issues such as pot
holes is generally their undoing.
Johns River is an example of a Progress Association that has
been very successful because stays strategic and looks at wide
community goals. They have picked up support from all levels of
Government and really transformed the Johns River-Coopernook
area post high way bye pass.
“At the risk of missing out naming groups, I’d love to see
representation on a Progress Association from groups such as Land
Care, Lions, Bushfire Brigade, Bowling Club, Surf Club, Church,
Sports Club, Golfers, Seniors, Probus, school P & C and business
community representatives. “
“This really is about whole community aspirations and looking out
for each other.” Said Alan Tickle.
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